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Resolution of the Council

of 21 January 1974
concerning a social action programme

The Council of the European Communities,

Having regard to the Treaties

establishing the

undertakings;

European Communities;

H~v~ng regard to
mISSIon;

the draft from the Com-

Having regard to the Opinion of the European

Parliament;

Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic

and Social Committee;

Whereas the Treaties establishing the European
Communities assigned to them tasks with relevance to social objectives;

Whereas , pursuant to Article 2 of the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Community, the European Economic Community shall

have as a particular task to promote throughout
the Community a harmonious development of

economic activities ,

tions and increased involvement of management
and labour in the economic and social decisions
of the Community, and of workers in the life of

Whereas actions described

including those of Article 235 of the

Treaty

establishing the European Economic Community;

Having regard

to the wishes expressed by

management and labour;
Whereas

irrespective of

serious threats

to

employment which may arise from the situation
obtaining at the time of adoption of this resolution, and without prejudice to the results of any

future studies

or measures , the Community

should decide on the objectives and priorities to
be g~ven to its action in the social field over the
comlllg years;

a continuous and balanced

expansion , an increase in stability and an accel-

in the above pro-

gramme should be implemented in accordance
with the provisions laid down in the Treaty,

Takes note

of the Social Action Programme from

erated raising of the standard of living;

the Commission

Whereas the Heads of State

Considers
that vigorous action must be undertaken in successive stages with a view to realizing
the social aims of European union, in order to
attain the following broad objectives: full and
better employment at Community, national and
regional levels , which is an essential condition
for an effective social policy; improvement of
living and working conditions so as to make

Government
Paris in
October 1972 that economic expansion is not an
end in itself but should result in an improvement
of the quality of life as well as of the standard of
living;
or of

affirmed at their conference held in

Whereas the Heads of State or of Government
emphasized as one of the conclusions adopted at

the abovementioned conference

that they attach

as much importance to vigorous

action in the

social field as to the achievement of Economic
and Monetary Union and invited the Community
institutions to draw up a social action pro-

gramme providing for concrete measures and the

corresponding resources

particularly in the

framework of the European Social Fund on the
basis of suggestions put forward by the Heads of

possible their harmonization while the improve-

ment is being maintained; increased involvement
of management and labour in the economic and
social decisions of the Community, and of
workers in the life of undertakings
Considers
that the Community social policy has
an individual role to play and should make an
essential contribution to achieving the aforementioned objectives by means of Community
measures or the definition by the Community of

State or Government and the Commission at the
said Conference;

objectives for national social policies , without

Whereas such a programme

problems or attempting to transfer to Commun-

however seeking a standard solution to all social
involves actions

designed to achieve full and better employment
the improvement of living and working condiS. 2/74

ity level any responsibilities which are assumed
more effectively at other levels

objectives should be a
constant concern of all Community policies,
that it is essential to ensure the
Considers
consistency of social and other Community policies so that measures taken will achieve the
that social

Considers

objectives of

social and other policies

simul-

taneously,
that, to achieve the

Considers

proposed actions

successfully, and particularly in view of the
structural changes and imbalances in the Community, the necessary resources should be pro-

vided ,

in particular by

strengthening the role of

the European Social Fqnd

the political will to adopt the measures
objectives
stage
covering
the
period
from
during a first
Expresses

necessary to achieve the following

1974 to 1976 ,

in addition to measures

adopted

in the context of other Community policies:

Attainment of

full

and better employment

in the Community

(i) to establish appropriate consultation

between Member States on their employment

policies, guided by the need to achieve a policy
of full and better employment in the Community
as a whole and in the regions;
(ii) to promote better cooperation by national
employment services;
(iii) to implement a common vocational training policy, with a view to attaining progressively
principal objectives thereof especially

the

approximation of training standards, in particular by setting up a European Vocational Train.
ing Centre;
(iv) to undertake action for the purpose of

achieving equality between men and women as

employment and vocational
training and advancement and as regards working conditions, including pay, taking into
account the important role of management and
labour in this field;
(v) to ensure that the family responsibilities of

regards access to

all concerned may be reconciled with their job
aspirations;

(vi) to establish an action programme for

migrant workers and members of their families
which shall aim in particular:
(a) to improve the conditions of free movement
within the Community of workers from Member
States, including social security, and the social
infrastructure of the Member States , the latter
being an indispensable condition for solving the
specific problems .of migrant workers and mem-

bers of their families , especially problems of
reception , housing, social services, training and

education of children;
(b) to humanize the free movement of Community workers and members of their families by
providing effective assistance during the various
phases , it being understood that the prime objective is still to enable workers to find .employment
in their own regions;
(c) to achieve equality of treatment for Community and non- Community workers and mem-

bers of their families in respect of living and
working conditions , wages and economic rights
taking into account the Community provisions in
force;
(d) to promote consultation on immigration
policies vis-a-vis third countries;
(vii) to initiate a programme for the vocational
and social integration of handicapped persons, in
particular making provisions for the promotion
of pilot experiments for the purpose of rehabilitating them in vocational life , or where appropriate , of placing them in sheltered industries
and to undertake a comparative study of the
legal provisions and the arrangements made for

rehabilitation at national level;

(viii) to seek solutions to the employment
problems confronting certain more vulnerable
categories of persons (the young and the aged);
(ix) to protect workers hired through

tempor-

ary employment agencies and to regulate the

activities of such firms with a view to eliminating
abuses therein;

(x) to continue

the implementation of the

Council' s conclusions on employment policy in

the Community and particularly those concetnS. 2/74

ing the progressive integration of the

labour

markets including those relating to employment

statistics and estimates.

(viii) to protect workers ' interests, in particular
with regard to the retention of rights and advantages in the case of mergers, concentrations or

razionalization operations;
Improvement of living and working conditions so as
to make possible their harmonization while the
improvement is being maintained

(i) to establish appropriate consultations

between Member States on their social protec.
don policies with the particular aim of their
approximation on the way of progress;
(ii) to establish an action programme for
workers aimed at the humanization of their
living and working conditions, with particular
reference to:
(a) improvement in safety and health condi-

tions at work;
(b) the gradual elimination of physical and
psychological stress which exists in the place of
work and on the job , especially through improving the environment and seeking ways of increasing job satisfaction;
(c) a reform of

the organization of work giving

workers wider opportunities , especially those of
having their own responsibilities and duties and
of obtaining higher qualifications;
(iii) to persevere with and expedite the
mentation of the European Social Budget;

imple-

social protection , par.
ticularly within the framework of social security

(ix) to implement, in cooperation with the
specific measures to combat

Member States,

poverty by drawing up pilot schemes.
Increased involvement of management and labour in
the economic and social decisions of the Community,

and of workers in the life of undertakings
(i) to refer more extensively to the Standing
Committee on Employment for the discussion of

all questions with a fundamental influence on
employment;

(ii) to help trade union organizations taking

part in Community work to establish

the different countries, the

to categories of persons not covered or

inadequately provided for

conclusion of collec.

tive agreements at European level in appropriate
fields;
(v) to develop

the involvement of management

and labour in the economic and social decisions
of the Community,

(iv) gradually to extend

schemes ,

training

and information services for European affairs
and to set up a European Trade Union Institute;
(iii) progressively to involve workers or their
representatives in the life of undertakings in the
Community;
(iv) to facilitate , depending on the situation in

Lays down

the following priorities among the

actions referred to in this Resolution:

under existing

schemes;

the coordination

Attainment of

full

and better employment

social
security schemes for self-employed workers with

in the Community

regard to freedom of establishment and freedom
to provide services;

: The establishment of appropriate consulta.
tIOn between Member States on their employme~t policies .and the promotion of better cooperatIOn by natIOnal employment services.

(iv) to promote

of

(vi) to

invite the Commission to submit a
report on the problems arising in connection
schemes for
employed persons moving within the Communwith coordination of supplementary

ity;
(vii) progressively to introduce machinery for
benefits to increased

adapting social security

prosperity in the various Member States;
S. 2/74

2, T~e establishment of an action programme
for mIgrant workers who are nationals of Member States of third countries.

3. The implementation of a common vocational training policy and the setting up of a
European Vocational Training Centre.

4, The undertaking of action to achieve equal-

ity between men and women as regards access to
employment and vocational training and
advancement and as regards working conditions
including pay,

tages in the event of changes in the ownership of
undertakings , in particular in the event
mergers;
Notes

that the Commission has already submit-

ted to it proposals relating to:
(i) assistance from the

Improvement of living and working conditions so as

to make possible their harmonization while the

improvement is being maintained
5. The

establishment of appropriate consulta-

tions between Member States on their social
protection policies,
6. The

establishment of an initial action pro-

gramme , relating in particular to health and

safety at work , the health of
improved organization of tasks ,

workers and
beginning in

those economic sectors where working condi.
tions appear to be the most difficult.
7, The implementation , in cooperation with the
Member States , of specific measures to combat
poverty by drawing up pilot schemes.

European Social Fund

for migrant workers and for handicapped

workers

(ii) an action programme for handicapped
workers in an open market economy,
(iii) the setting-up of a European General
Industrial Safety Committee and the extension of
the competence of the Mines Safety and Health
Commission;
(iv) a Directive

providing for the appraxi-

mation of legislation of Member States concerning the application of the principle of equal pay
far men and wamen
(v) the designation as an immediate objective of
the overall application of the principle of the
standard 40- hour working week by 1975, and

the principle of 4 weeks annual paid holiday by
1976,

(vi) the setting up of a European Foundation

Increased involvement of management and labour in
the economic and social decisions of the Community,
and of workers in the life of undertakings

for the impravement of the environment and of

8. The progressive involvement of workers or

(vii) a Directive on the approximation of the
Member States ' legislation on collective dis-

their representatives in the life of undertakings in
the Community.

9. The promotion of

the involvement of

management and labour in the economic . and

social decisions of the Community.
of the Commission s undertaking to
Takes note

submit to it ,

during 1974 , the necessary pro-

posals concerning the priorities laid down above;
Takes note

of the Commission s undertaking to

submit to it, before

1 April 1974 , proposals

living and working conditions

missals.
at the latest five manths after
Undertakes to act,
the Commission has informed the Council of the
results of its deliberations arising from the

opinions given by the European Parliament and
the Economic and Social Committee , if such
consultations have taken place ,

months from the date of the transmissian of the
proposals to the Council by the Commission;

relating to:

initial action programme with regard to
migrant workers;
(i) an

(ii) the setting up of a European Vocational

or , if such con.

sultatians have not taken place , at the latest nine

Takes note

of the Commission s undertaking to

submit to it befare 31 December 1976 a series of
measureS ta be taken during a further phase.

Training Centre;
(iii) a directive on the harmonization of laws

with regard to the retention of rights and advan-

! OJ C 13 of 12.

1974.
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Social action programme
(submitted by the Commission to
the Council on 25 Octaber 1973)

1.

Since its inception the European Community has achieved a substantial increase in the rate
of
economic growth, which has literally trans-

Community, nor would it wish to see introduced
a single social policy tackling all social problems
in the Community in a uniform manner. Nor

Europe and

daes the Commission propose the transfer to

formed the life and the face

of

brought to the great majarity of its people higher
living standards and wider horizons,

2.

But greater prosperity has nat resolved the

sacial prablems

the Community, and indeed

of

in some cases it has exacerbated

There
those regions and groups
them,

Community level

of

respansibilities and func-

tions carried out more appropriately at other
levels. Equally, the proposals in this Action
Programme are not intended as a substitute for

national policies. Rather, each Action is envis-

aged, and will need

to be examined , in the

which have not fully participated in the general
advance , and which , in some cases , find them-

what individual Member States are
doing and can be expected to do within the
limits of their resources,

are continuing, and in some cases worsening,

Nor daes this Action Programme seek to miti-

are the problems

of

selves falling further and further behind, There

problems over the distribution

of

income and

context

of

gate the responsibilities

Member States within

of

wealth within the Community, and over worker
participation within industry, There are prob~

the social field,

lems caused by the failure of the infrastructure in
some sectarS ta keep pace with the demands on
it. And then there are the problems caused by

5. On the other hand , there are problems in
the social field which are common ta all Member

grawth itself-problems

.of

of

industrial pollution

a deteriorating enviranment,

of

States and which could best be dealt with on a
Community basis rather than in isolation;
number

a conflict

values in some cases between industry and society, disruptions to the pattern
of
life , and a

of

the

these problems will grow with the

while it continues ta require their services to

of
the
made towards
economic and monetary union, The Community s economic relations with the rest of the
world produce their own internal reactions, As

maintain its standard of living,

the liberalization and expansion

growing dependence on migrant workers whom
society is not always ready to accept as citizens

3. Unless these problems-af inequalities and
the unacceptable by- products
be resolved , economic growth

of

of

growth-can

will fail to provide
the improved quality of life which our peoples
rightly expect from it. Indeed , it may be impossible to maintain the rhythm
of
growth itself
in face
of
the social pressures and resistance it
generates. Economic growth and an active programme
.of social reform are nat antithetic, The
purpose
.of economic growth shauld be to widen
the range

of

social options available

ta the

peoples of the Community by bringing about a
continuing rise in living standards and the quality
life. Unless the process of growth can be
.of
put more fully at the services
of
society, growth
itself may become politically unacceptable.

4. It is not the Commission s aim to centralize
the solutions of all the
social problems
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of

the

increasing integration

Member States

of

the economies

as progress is

of
world trade
goes steadily forward , and our relatians with the

developing countries are enabled to grow
of
trade and aid , so structural adjustments came about in the Community econamy
itself, It has been recognized in all Member
policies

States that this whole process demands a more

active Community social policy if the well- being
of

all the peoples

of

the Community is to be
without Community

maintained. Furthermore ,

solidarity, the less- favoured Member States and
regions will find it increasingly difficult to solve
their prablems; seriaus disparities in the rate
.of
social progress and social standards between
Member States could distort competition and
thus retard the development
full economic
of

unian. It is , therefore , dear that dose and
continuous collaboration between national

administrations and Community institutions is
going to be increasingly necessary in the manths

and years ahead, Similar

callaboration , as

already stated ,

is necessary

between the Social

Partners and the Community institutions, both
globally and ilY individual sectors.

6. The preamble ta the final declaration of the
Canference of Heads of State or Government in
Paris in October 1972 states:

Economic expansion is not an end in itself, Its
firm aim should be to enable disparities in living
canditions to be reduced. It must take place

with the participatian of all Social

Partners, It

should result in an improvement of the quality of
life as well as in standards of living,

on the social

side ,

however , appear inadequate

for some of the purposes of this Pragramme , and
the CommissioQ accardingly feels the Article 235
procedure should certainly be resorted ta if need
be, As. for the

financial instruments

of the

policy and the terms of reference of the Social
Fund , these were deliberately expanded in 1972
ta enable the Fund to act as a mare positive
instrument for employment policy. As matters
now stand it remains the main instrument in
social policy, and its resources must therefore be
increased to be commensurate with the Summit
aims, Other financial instruments at the Com.
munity s dispasal include the ECSC Treaty

retraining and redevelopment pravisions ,

and further:

the

that they attach as much importance ta vigarous

operations of the European Investment Bank and
the EAGGF Guidance Section , Cammunity-aided
social and medical research under the ECSC and

action in the social field as ta the achievement of

Euratom Treaties , and

The Heads of State or Government emphasize
the economic and

monetary union.

thought it essential to ensure the

They

increasing

involvement .of the Social Partners in the economic and social decisions of the Community, They invited the institutions , after cansulting the Social Partners , to draw up, between now
and 1 January 1974 , a programme of action

providing for concrete measures and the correspanding resources , particularly in the framework of the Social Fund,..

In the light of this cammunique , the need for a
continuing commitment of all Member States to

the future

Development Fund, Furthermore it

Regional

may be

recalled that among the praposals in the Science

and Technolagy Actian Programme which the
Commission submitted to the Council in August

1973 is one for an outline research programme
on the medical side,
8. Nevertheless ,

it is the case-as the Summit

Canference communique indicates-that there
now a greater sense of priority and urgency
policy in the Community. . The
reasons are those set out in the paragraphs

about social

an active programme .of social reform at Com.
munity level is clear and inescapable,

above: the fact that the Community has now

This Action Programme represents a response to
the Summit mandate , following the ' Guidelines
drawn up by the Commissian an 18 April 1973
and subsequently discussed with the Council of
Ministers and Social Partners.

afford to question more critically the pattern and
the casts .of economic growth and the distribution .of its resources, One must also bear in
mind that our Community is today not .only
richer
also better educated and

7. Of course , this Action Programme
represent the first writing an

resa

The establishing Treaties contain

social provisions

does not
tabula
specific

on the strength of which a

reached a stage in its economic and social
and indeed must

develapment when it can ,

but

informed. With better education and infarmation come increased , and entirely legitimate

demands for a more just saciety and a better
quality .of life.

number of actions are now in hand or planned
as earlier outlined in the Commissianpaper
Preliminary Guidelines for a Sacial Policy Programme in the Community ,z

published in

February 1971. The Treaties powers of action

4/73 - Bull. Ec.
Supplement 2/71 - Annex to Bull. EC 4- 1971.

I Supplement
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9.

The three main objectives of an autonomous Social Action Programme which emerged
from the discussions at the Summit Conference
and which were spelt out in the ' Guidelines for a
Social Action Programme' are:

(i) full and better employment;

This calls for a more imaginative approach to the

concept of full employment. Training to enable
a worker to realize his full potential is in any
case a basic human need and right , and an
essential aspect of the educational objectives of
the Community. This need is highlighted by the
risk of insecurity arising from the changes listed

(ii) improvement of living and working conditions;

ment that these

(iii) greater participation of

same time , better training facilities will also
benefit industry in the Community in helping it

workers and

employers in the economic and social decisions

of the Community.

The relationship between the different Actions in

the Programme is set out below under each of
these three headings.

Full employment must be

primary

aim. It is the responsibility of governments and
the Community

to ensure full employment

through adequate economic and financial

pol-

icies. The objective must be to create enough

jobs for the present and future working population of the Community~ so that no worker is
forced by economic pressures to migrate in

search of work. This is why the Commission
on the one hand , envisages in its proposals in the
field of regional policy the setting up of incentives for the creation of new jobs and , on the
other hand , seeks to emphasize , in this present

programme , the vigorous role of social policy in
this field through the development of the necessary corresponding actions,

But job creation by itself will not be enough to
achieve and maintain full employment in the
Community. The European integration process
technological developments and many other factors will continue to cause many structural
changes in the employment market, bringing
about the disappearance of

and the demand

many existing jobs

for new skills. Without

an

active social and employment policy there is a
danger that the structural imbalances which exist
at present will become more serious.
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changes can provide, At the

to adapt more efficiently to a rapidly changing
technological and market situation , while the
pravision of a trained labour force is essential for
the successful development of the regions.
Social policy instruments must be especially
concerned with the human aspects of the overall
strategy for full employment, that is, they must
employment best suited to
individual capacities and to the collective wellbeing. A more dynamic Community policy on
vocational guidance , vocational training, retraining and rehabilitation is therefore of great impor.
tance.
ensure access to the

Full and better employment
10.

above , and the opportunities for better employ-

The Commission

envisages a number of

new

initiatives in various fields to give vocational

training a wider imyortance, The P roposed
European Centre tor Vacatianal Training

(Action II ) will provide an essential operational
instrument for developing a common policy on
vocational training, in particular by improving
the exchange of information, promoting research
and coordinating training .standards and qualifications. Apart from the expansion of training

facilities where the need is greatest , improvement
of training methods must depend 1;lot only on the
workers ' acceptance that training is necessary

but on the solution of the problems posed. by
possible loss of earnings during a period c of
vocational training or retraining. That is why
the Commission attaches so much importance to
the introduction of general training incentives
involving income guarantees (Action II

women at work,
better vocational training and initial vocational

For improving the situation of

guidance and more retraining facilities later on

represent an indispensable but only partial sol.:.
ution. It is necessary to create facilities at

labour market

this Social Action Pro-

Expansion
as an essential

specific categories of wor.

Special cansideration will alsa be

handicapped

constitute a group

which

of the working

population who, because of
disabilities acquired since birth, are unable to
lead an independent existence and earn their
own living. Their physical or mental disabilities
make them vulnerable not only ta severe psy-

munity as a whole, In

addition to those handicapped from birth, there is a growing proportion

deserve immediate cansideration by the Com-

The

deal with the structural problems of some

industries,

the Social Fund in connectian with measures to

plans in addition to have recourse to

Article 4 .of

given to the problems encountered by

elderly
workers , unemployed schoalleavers and women
seeking to take up employment after a period
away from work (Action 111 ), The Commission

(Action I )'

the Council Decision of 1 February 1971)

particular , warrants an extended use of the
Social Fund on their behalf (under Article 4 of

of migrant

kers. The need

for concerted efforts on behalf
, in
workers and handicapped people

the problems of

years, be increasingly involved in dealing with

schemes, the Social Fund will , over the coming

In addition to its specific contribution in this
field and to its rale in promoting retraining

labour farce in the regional development are~s,

the acquisition of appropriate skills by the

ities, the Social Fund' s task will be to help ensure

gramme. While the Regianal Fund will have
the possibility to part-finance capital schemes
and assist the creatian of emplayment opportun-

preconditian of

Social Fund,
already indicated , the
Fund
must
be seen
of the Social

sion for an active labour market policy is, as

including measures to enable women to reconcile
family responsibilities with job a~pirations
(Action II
The main instrument available ta the Commis-

women on the Community

at gradually achieving equality between men and

Community level to provide not only for an
intensive information campaign , but alsa to
encourage initiatives in all related fields, aimed
cholagical pressures of adjustment but also to a

objectives

European Labour Market

of the
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activities of private employment services
to eliminate wherever possible abuses arising in

protect workers, These include the regulation

the field of the

but also as a practical reality in a Community of
social progress.
A number of important actions are required in

workers must nat merely be seen as

equal rights and equal opparrunities for migrant

relation ta third countries, Equal treatment

embodying clearly defined .objectives to coordinate actian at all levels , in Member States and in

), This programme must gradually be integrated into an overall Community strategy,

countries to and from the Community (Action

ulation is a major priority, as is the coordination
by the Member States of their policies towards
the movement of migrant workers from third

kers (Action I )' A programme of action on the
sacial and living . conditions of the migrant pop-

Fund to alleviate the problems of migrant wor-

cil for the .opening up of Article 4 of the Social

sion is making immediate proposals to the Coun-

causes of the imbalance between rich and poor
countries and regions, But immediate social
problems encountered by migrant workers and
their families must be tackled as an urgent
Community issue, As a first step the Commis-

cies must be used to deal with the fundamental

Industrial, regional and external investment poli-

of Community social policy are inadequate to
deal with the immense issue of migratian.

exceed 6 million and with their dependents
prabably 10 million. The existing instruments

A special responsibility of the Community must
who naw
migrant workers,
be towards the

handicapped people (Action IIJ

improve the chances of social integration of all

be a wi3e pragramme of specific actians to

4 of the Social Fund for handicapped workers
(Action IJ In the longer term , there will also

kers in the open labour market (Action I ) which
will be closely linked to the .opening up o r Article

opportunities, As a first step, the Commission
is making immediate proposals ta the Council
for an action programme for handicapped wor-

serious reductian in earning capacity and jab

the field of contract labour (Action rq,

With

regard to actions of a technical nature , the

Commission has already submitted proposals to
the Council concerning conflicts of laws

labour relations within the Community (Action
The Cammission will also take further

IVJ

initiatives towards intensifying cooperation
between the national employment services

The present structUre of social benefits within
Member States represents a scene of cansiderable
diversity, It is no part of the intension of the

Commission to recommend a uniform system in
the Community, or to seek to eliminate the many

disparities resulting from different

national

priarities , needs and values, . At the same time,
the Commission has a

clear duty ta seek to

(Action II )' and improving employment forecasting and especially current and prospective

establish minimum standards of sacial protection
capable of being regularly improved.

tians (Action III,).

Moreover , there are certain underprivileged
groups within the Cammunity, the improvement
of whose conditions constitutes , by any reckon-

analysis of trends relating to labour qualificaContinuing

efforts must be

made to provide comparable

statistical tools

(Action IV", without which policy planning at
Community level would be ineffective, The system of young worker exchanges will be extended
to provide greater opportunities for young people to develop wider horizons and more varied
prafessional experience (Action IIIJ

ing, a social priority,

ensuring that

The examination of the scope for

social benefits throughout the Community rise in

line with the increase in the standards of living of
is a question to which

the working population

the Commission attaches considerable import-

ance (Action II

Improvement in living and
working conditions

The Commission propases to study a number of

11. The improvement of living and working
conditions must, of course , be the ultimate
.objective of all policy within the Community.

goes without saying that the basis of a better life

for the peaple of the Community must be the

specific measures with representatives

safeguarding and strengthening of the institution
of the family, the basic cell of saciallife , and all
the policies of the Social Action Programme are
concerned in one form or anather to help in this

priorities in

regard. While much of our concern must be

tion.

focussed on relations and canditions

in the

workplace , sacial policy must affect all aspects of
life.

The improvement in living conditions and the
quality of life ' does not solely depend on increases in incomes and social benefits. It
requires a caurageaus policy of investment in
social services and amenities to satisfy the needs
of modern

saciety. This consideratian must

affect the implementation of numeraus actions
advocated in this programme , such as those
relating ta child care ,

facilities for working

mothers , amenities and services for migrant workers , handicapped persons , elderly persons , etc.
S. 2/74

of the

Member States , e,g. pragressive coordination of
Member States ' social security arrangements far
self-emplayed persons moving from one Member
State ta another , and other graups (Action II)
and supplementary benefits nat hitherto payable
to migrant workers (Action lI )' Better information is needed an present and foreseeable condi.
tians in the Member States in order to establish

the

sphere of

social protec-

Hence the need for the Eurapean Social

Budget (Action Ill ) and the further development
of the system of sacial indicators (Action IIIJ.
Quite apart from the measures proposed in

this

programme to deal with particular aspects and
causes of poverty, the

Commissian recognizes

that there will still remain problems of
chronic
poverty
which are unacceptable in an advanced
society, There

minority of

is in the Community a neglected

chranically poor , such as the

unemplayable '

and

their families , families on

exceptionally low incames

or fatherless fami-

lies. Because they are unable in many cases to
help themselves or to respond to the help being
offered them, these graups find themselves trap-

poverty, The rehabilitation of these people and their

ped in an almost

of

inescapable cycle

longer driven by economic necessity to accept
whatever job he can.get. The Commission

families is primarily the responsibility of the

believes it important to encourage such efforts

Member States, However,

all means possible, in accordance with the need
to improve the quality of working life and will

the Commission

the Member States to
solution
of
identify the problem and methods
through pilot studies and experiments involving
among others social workers, psychiatrists and

believes that it can help

vocational guidance experts (Action II
In additian, there are special problems connected
with the

not all of which are limited to

elderly,

the provision of financial assistance, The Commission is completing a study of the social
problems of the elderly in the Community from

which new Community initiatives may be developed in order to assist Member States in their
search far solutions to these problems.
In the field of

wages and working conditions,

the
certain

Commissian believes that there are
guidelines which , in the interests bath .of social
progress and the equalization of competitive

conditions, should be recognized as basic objectives throughout the Community, to be achieved

as quickly as possible, As a first step the
Commission is asking the Council to fix as

be taking appropriate action (Action III
Of

equal importance are measures to remove

and to make
work
at
dangers and nuisances
work acceptable, The Cammission is making
immediate proposals to the Council for the
.of

establishment

a gefleral committee for indus.

trial safety and for the extension of the competences of the Mines Safety and Health Commissian ta cover opencast mining and other
mines (Action 1 ), An Action Programme on
industrial safety (Action II ) is envisaged for the
end of 1974, Improvements are needed in the

statistics for industrial accidents (Action
III )' In the field of radiation protection , fur-

ther measures are envisaged to extend the invaluable safety and health programme built up aver

the years on the basis .of the Euratom Treaty

(Action 1I1 )' Similar activities are now being
developed in the framework .of the enviranmen-

tal policy, to eliminate or reduce

the various

environmental hazards and nuisances (Action

immediate targets the 40- hour week and four
weeks ' annual haliday (Actian 1 ) and implementation of the principle of equal pay far equal
work between men and women, on which a new
legal instrument is shortly ta be proposed

III

(Action 1 ), The establishment of basic wages
minima shauld also in the Commission s view be

Foundatian for the Improvement of the Environment and Living and Working Conditions

recognized as an objective to be

reached as

quickly as possible in the Community as a whole

vital role in improving understanding .of

problems in the environmental field and in
analysing possible solutions can ,

(Action 1

), which wiII be able to concentrate on

research into the fundamental , longer term pro-

(Actian III.,),

blems of

One of the outstanding problems in the Com-

people will be happy to live,

munity at present is that a number of industries,
because of their unattrative working conditions
are tending to became ' ghetto ' areas reserved for

migrants, Among these

are industries de-

manding large scale repetitive
assembly line

wark , including

industries such as motor car

manufacture, . These industries are already conscious of the need ta remove as far as passible
job
of
work by techniques of
the monotony

if they are ta have a future

in the view of

the Commission , be played by the proposed

creating an environment

in which

A Community concern for health cannot in the
long term restrict itself to problems of industrial
medicine , accident prevention and pollutian con-

trol. The Commission feels that the time has
come for the Community institutions to take up
In all Mempublic
ber States, there are emerging aspects of

wider problems in the health field.
health

which justify coordination such ,

for

example , as health protectian for foreign wor-

in a

kers and their families, prevention of mental and

world of full employment where the warker is no

psycho-somatic iIIness related to working and

enrichment,
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).

living conditions and a wider approach to prevention and care .of social diseases. The Commission will examine these areas in order to
prepare proposals for action in the public health

reached as soon as possible on this matter which
is of growing impartance to the Community

field at Community level.

Greater participation of the social partners in the
decision-making process at Community level also
arises, Its importance increases with the growing integration of the Member States ' economies
and with the increase in the number and scope of
Community decisions, Efficient structures are
therefore necessary to develop such participation
and to render it as effective as possible.

Finally, no programme

warking canditions
questian .of

to

imprave living and

can afford to ignore the

A study programme

social housing.

in this field is being prepared within the Commission services, Conclusions ta be drawn
from these studies will be proposed in due course
(Actian III

(Actions IV , 4, J,

In particular the

Finally, the Commission is currently drawing up,
in accordance with the Cauncil' s instruction

issued on 13 March 1969 and confirmed an 27
July 1971 , a comprehensive list of arrangements
in operatian or planned in the Member States

with

respect to

asset formation

submit its conclusions
III

in order to

on the subject (Action
information is alsa

), Mare systematic

Commission considers that the

Standing Committee on Employment

should be

used more extensively as the main organ for
dealing with all matters having a fundamental
impact on employment, In additian , the Cam-

mission, together with the other parties in the
Committee , will seek the most appropriate
methods for improving

the operation of this

Committee , in Qrder to enable it to attain fully

needed on the distributian of incame and assets
throughout the Community (Action Ill

the above-mentioned

Participation and industrial democracy

best means of improving substantially the latter
participation in the drawing up and implementation of the Community s policies.

12, Within the structure of

industry, greater

participation is needed, This need increases in
line with the rapid changes , due in particular ta
technological progress, and to the size of firms
including development of multi-national companies, The future development of company

structure is being actively debated in all the
Member States. Some of these have already
included in their O legislation

direct participation
of workers in the decisions of enterprises (Action
III
The issue of worker participation in industry

has

Community level. The Commissian has already made proposals in this realso risen at

spect. They are embodied in the draft Statute

for the European Company1 and in the draft 5th
directive on the harmonization of Company
2 These
law,

praposals are at present being dis-

consultative and representative
institutions of the Community. The Commis-

objectives, For its part,

the Commissian will meet the European Social
Partners before the end .of 1973 ta discuss the

The Commission cansiders that a

priority in order ta reduce job insecurity, which
is today a patent and evident cause of industrial
unrest and suspicion. The Commission also
envisages the immediate submission of a directive on the pratection of the rights of workers in

mergers. In the case of national mergers , pravisions far agreements between management and
workers have already been proposed in the third
directive on company law,

An impartant instrument for promoting industrial democracy and participation exists in the
mixed or joint committees of which at present
there are seven. The Commission praposes to
extend these to all sectors where the social

cussed in the

sion considers it desirable
S. 2/74

that conclusions be

directive on

collective dismissals (Action ~) shauld be
adopted by the Council as a matter of urgent

I Supplement to

Bull. EC 8- 1970.

2 Supplement 10/72 - Bull. Ec.

partners so wish (Action III J. The Commission is of the opinion that European collective
agreements in the most suitable fields shauld be

drawn up so that problems can be solved in the

context of such agreements-bath at Community
level and in the Member States, But the Com-

mission has na intention of interfering in the

independence of the social partners in callective
bargaining. The Commission is in any case

ready, if both parties wish it ,

to help in the

Annex

List of actions on which immediate proposals
will be put to the Council

Action

Assistance from the European Social Fund for
migrant warkers and handicapped workers,

practical preparation of negotiations with infor.

mation and technical assistance, In this context
it is helped by the mandate

given it by the

Action

Council in November 1972 to compile a Com-

An action programme for handicapped warkers

munity index of

in an open market economy.

being completed,

Action

collective agreements in 13
specified branches of industry, which is now
Finally, the Commission considers that its proposal ta assist in the establishment of an indeEuropean
pendent but Community-financed
(Action II ) will correTrade Union Institute
spond to the growing need felt by the Trade
Unions ta extend the training of their members

The setting up of a European general safety
committee and the extension of the competences
of the Mines Safety and Health Committee.
Action

on European affairs,

directive providing

for

the ap-

proximation .of legislation of Member States

concerning the application of the principle of

equal pay for men and women.
Action

The designation as an immediate objective of the
overall application of the principle of the

40- hour week between now and 1975 , and the
principle of 4 weeks annual paid holidays
between now and 1976.
Action

The setting up of a European Foundation for the
improvement of the environment and living and

working conditions.
Action

A directive on the approximation of the Member
States ' legislation on mass dismissals.
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Details of the priority actions

caoperation , particularly at the operational level.
The Commission will make a careful assessment
of the first results .of actions already started

on which the Commission considers that the
Council should decide in the period 1974-

regarding the transmission .of job vacancy infarmation between national employment services

The texts contained in this annex are .of an

of computers) in order to assess the extent to

Annex

indicatory nature, The objective , the present
situation and the means are indicated in each
case. Propasals within the framework of each
action will be submitted at a later date taking
into account the social development in the Community.

(SEDOC job classifications and studies in the use

which they can be further developed.

The Commission will organize policy level meetings of natianal officials early in 1974 to discuss
the development of natianal employment policies , the possibilities for collaboration between
countries concerning such policies , and to assess
the impact .of the European Social Fund in the
context of such policies. In addition ,

the prablems involved in the creation or the

Cooperation between national employment services
Objective--

the Com.

mission is ready to participate in discussions on

Action

To imprave cooperation

development of tri-partite committees at the

between

national emplayment services at both palicy and
operational level , in .order ta contribute to the
realization of a

full and better emplayment

policy throughout the Community. In .order to

regional level to advise on specific employment
policies far the areas concerned,
Action

Vocational training programme

achieve maximum effectiveness such cooperation
should take into account policies and a~tivities in
such related fields as investment , regianal devel-

opment, vacational training and migratian,
Present situation~Cooperatian

to date between

the national employment services has been largely at an operatianal

level. Over the past ten

years , there have been many valuable exchanges
of views , information and experiences on such

topics as placement techniques (including the use
of data- processing equipment) and the recruitment and training of persannel.
However , there has been na systematic contact

between the national emplayment services at a

policy level to discuss the broader issues

of

emplayment policy (such as the implications of
changes in the age- composition of the labour

force , or the effect of changes in
structures).

industrial

Means-Regulation
1612/68 relating to the free
movement of labour , and the plan for cooperation between the national employment services
agreed upon in 1967 are the basis
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for further

Objective--To

give a new impetus to the cam-

mon policy of vocational training through the
creation .of an operational unit to collaborate
with the Commission in particular with a view
to:
(i) d~veloping the

exchange of infarmation and

experIence;

(ii) promoting coordinated research in the
Member States in relation to Community perspectives , and
technology;

especial!

(iii) organizing pilot

15 concerns educational
schemes

for training

instructors and for workers from those categories or sectors for which training has a particularly strong effect on the level of employment;

(iv) intensifying

efforts to bring about an

approximation .of training standards and qualifications;
(v) to promote and support initiatives which
seek to enlarge or improve the structure of
vacational training in thase regions particularly

lacking in such structures;

(vi) stimulating vacational guidance

and infor.

mation activities.

The need for this kind of

Present situation-

specialized Community unit has been recognized

during the last few years by the Eu~opean
Parliament, the Council , the EconomIC and

Social Committee and by

the Sacial Part-

ners. This unit will be able to make a contribution to research projects and specific activities

related ta the development of the ' First measures

common po!icy of vocational
training ' which were the sub)ect . of a proposal
CouncIl m November
submitted to
to implement a

the

1972. (Council document 1872/72 Soc.
245). A certain number of these ' measures
have already been agreed and are at

present

scale redeplayment and retraining by the labour

farce, Insofar as such redeployment

cost bath of wages and of the training arrangen'ts , is normally met by the firm itself, How-

ever workers who are made redundant may
hav; to bear a large part .of the cost of this
readjustment. Alternatively, they became a burden an social security funds. Effarts by member
countries to establish retraining schemes for
redundant workers have been substantial , but

somewhat unequal. The schemes

and such
associated arrangements for income maintenance
as exist tend to be

weaker in cauntries with a
although that is where

lawer i~come per head ,

the need is greatest.

The Social Fund is a first step in the Community

being carried out,

Means-

Commission upholds the ather
seventeen actions contained in this document on
which the Cauncil reserved its agreement pendThe

ing decisions to be taken in the context of t~e

present social actian programme. T?e CoJ?m~ssion will presently invite the Council to gIve Its
approval ta these remaining actions.
unit , to
be called the ' European Centre for Vocational
Training , the Commission will s hortly presen~ a
detailed proposal to the Coun~ll. , The admmistrative organs of the centre will mdude repre-

As regards the creation of a specialized

sentatives of the Social Partners. The Centre
will be financed essentially by the Community

budget. It will draw up annual reparts on

activities.

move towards

a dynamic

social policy. It

makes it possible for the. Comm ission ~o support
specific projects in the fIeld of mdustnal adJustment. The encouragement of Member States to
establish or improve incentives for retraining
would both contribute to an improved attitude
among workers tawards industrial change , and
ensure that the burden of such change rests on

saciety rather than the individual warkers.

Means-

propased scheme wauld involve:
(i) A commitment by member countries to
introduce adequate income maintenance for w?rThe

kers during

retraining and subsequent

Job

search;
(ii) Community support towards the cost .of
income maintenance , linked with the develop-

ment of Community

targets in the field of
be based on a C?1.lt-

employment. These sh~uld

Action

Income maintenance for workers during periods
of retraining and job search
Objective-Ta

and

retraining is undertaken within a given firm , the

aid the re-adjustment of labour. .of

economic and technical change by encouragmg
the establishment of adequate national schemes

for income support for workers ~uring retraini~g
and subsequent job search , wIth Cammumty
support where appropriate.
Present situation-Growth

and change in

,modern industry can result in a need for large

inuous assessment of national manpawer pahCles
and an

assessment .of the contribution of the

Social Fund to such policies (d. Action III

The Cammission will undertake a thorough
study of the ways and means of implementing
the scheme for Community support for income
maintenance in the light .of Community targets
and existing national policies , and may present
proposals during 1974 , given that such a scheme
cannot at present be incarporated in the Social
Fund,
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Action

The

ad hoc

group and ,

later on , the p~rmanent

working group will help

the Commissian to

Women s employment problems

study the problems and the possibilities of Cammunity action particularly in the following fields:

ObjectiveTo bring about a situation in which
equality between men and women obtains in the
labour market throughout the Community

recruitment, job re-entry after maternity, vocatianal guidance , training and retraining, child

psychological conditions , and the sacial and

care facilities , flexible working time arrangements , etc, A first set of proposals will be
presented before the end of 1974; proposals will

could be given to the problems of

Employment,

through the improvement of the economic and

educational infrastructure, Immediate priority
providing

be discussed with the Standing Committee on

facilities to enable women to reconcile family

responsibilities with jab aspiratians,

Action

situatian--Continuing differences

Present

between the pay

career structure of men and

~omen can be attributed to many causes,
lUg:
(i) lack of career guidance ,

vocational training

and retraining;
(ii) frequent discrimination in conditions of

recruitment and in job evaluation;

from the countries

of the Community in the
framework of the free mavement .of workers , .or
whether legally admitted from third cauntries

.of adequate facilities for working

and also to coordinate the immigration policies
of Member States as regards third countries.

matherhood;
(iv) lack

At present ,

there are no facilities at European
level for coordinating and concerting national

efforts to solve these wide ranging problems.

Means~An ad hoc

group is being set up to assist
the Commissian in identifying lines of action , in
addition ta those referred to in the conclusions

of the report on equal

pay, (See Actian
), The Commission will present proposals

during 1974 which will include:
(i) the creation of a

Community documentatian

centre on women s problems and an infarmation
change attitudes concerning
women at work (for employers , public services
educational bodies and women s Organizations);
(ii) preparation .of a Community contribution
to the International Women s Year 1975 of the
UN;
(iii) the creation .of a permanent working group
an women s employment problems.
service to help
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ObjectiveTo achieve an equality in living and
working conditions , in wages and salaries and in
ecanomic and social rights, and to ensure the
participation in Community life for all migrant
workers and their families , whether they come

on accaunt of

(iii) interrupted career pattern

mothers.

Action programme for migrant workers

includ~

Present situation--Employment

policy should be

concerned with the creation of new
underdeveloped or declining regians

jabs in
so that
employment will be brought ta the workers and
forced' migration can be ended, This objective

can only be achieved progressively through a
comprehensive and effective Community re-

gional policy, but whilst migration is continuing,
equal rights . and treatment for all migrant warkers and their families from Community, as well
as non- Community

countries , who have been
admitted legally to emplayment and residence in
the territories of the Member States , must be
assured,
The migrant population live and work in condiinferior to those of the

tions substantially

indigenaus populatian. Discrimination against
migrant workers exists in various forms through-

out the Community, in such matters as social

security, housing and rights ta participate at
different levels of decision making. Discrimin-

atian-taken in a wider sense to mean a lack .of a
sense of responsibility towards a section of the
resident population-is particularly widespread

and is shawn in the serious

lack of reception

centres, advisory services and educatianal facil-

ities for both the migrant worker and his children, In another way, it is shown in the recruitment of migrant workers to carry out the

unpleasant jobs which are refused by the local

(i) non- discrimination

between nationals and

fareign workers;
(ii) transfer of benefits fram one Member State
to anather , .or ta the country of origin;

(iii) aggregatian of periods of insurance

com-

pleted for the purpose of entitlement

to or

calculation of benefits,

total

The following measures are being prepared:
(i) a proposal to the Council to eliminate
discrimination in respect of benefits coming
within the scope of social assistance and demographic policy in certain cauntries;
(ii) a comprehensive report by a tripartite
working graup on the possibilities .of coordinat-

The overseas recruitment and immigration pol.

tually agreed benefits (following on fram the
adoption of Regulatian 1408/71 by the Coun-

labour farce,

As a result of Community regulations , workers
who are Community nationals retain the benefits
of those acquired rights in each Member State in
the field of Social Security, This is not sa in the

case of migrant workers from third countries

who represent more than 75% of

the

migrant worker population.

ing supplementary schemes involving contrac-

icies .of the Member States are , in their diversity,

cil);

not compatible with a coordinated

(iii) a draft regulation to coordinate social
security schemes regarding the seIf.employed in

employment

policy at Community level , nor are they consistent with the aims .of the Community policy
towards the developing countries,

Despite numerous initiatives to improve the
situatian of migrant workers at the national and

need for the
Community ta assume its overall human respon-

local level, there is an urgent

sibilities towards the whole migrant population
irrespective of its country of .origin. Extending
the use of the Sacial Fund in favour of migrant

order to eliminate

.obstacles to the freedom .of

establishment and the freedom to supply services. This will be prepared by a mixed working
group with representatives .of self-employed wor.
kers and of the ILO, as well as the Social
Partners and governmental experts. A preliminary draft Directive will be submitted early in
1974 to achieve overall coardination at the

workers represents an immediate step in this

national level .of schemes for the self-employed
with those of wage earners;

direction , but in the longer term the Community
must supplement incentive schemes with an over-

three principles
as concerns nationals .of nan-member countries

all strategy involving

within the framework of an

minimum standards and

guarantees in the framework of a

coordinated

(iv) the implementation of the

instrument far

immigration policy,

gradually caordinating immigration policy;
(v) the improvement of existing regulations in

Means-In view .of the complexity .of the problems invalved , the Commission will intensify its

the field of social security of migrant workers.

activities in various sectors of palicy and , at the
same time , develop an .overall approach to coordinate different aspects.

Social security

Further initiatives to coordinate social security
schemes will , as in the past , be based on the
following principles:

Housing and social services

Owing to the lack of systematic and comparable

information about the social conditians of
migrant workers , the programme of studies
enquiries and seminars will be intensified, In
the field of housing, a survey of the

housing

conditians of migrant warkers in the CommunS. 2/74

ity, as requested by

the Council, will be

com-

Action

pleted in 1974, In the cantext of a study on
public sector housing (Action 1Il )' the problems
of migrant workers

will also be closely stu-

died. Particular attention will be given ta recep-

Long.term programme for the social reintegration
of handicapped people

tion facilities, including training, language studies and special education provisions , and
attempts made ta draw up a proposal under

Objective-Ta
develop a common approach
towards the problems encountered by those

standard of welcaming service.

leading an active and
independant life , with the aim of improving the
chances .of social integration for all mentally and
physically handicapped persons , including chil-

Article 235 of the EEC Treaty, for a minimum

The Commission is laoking into these issues at
several levels , including:

ordinary

dren.
Present situation-Many

development of immigrants ' consultative

councils and faundations in local communities;

(ii) attempts to eliminate

from finding

arily or permanently,

employment and from

Participation and job enrichment

(i) the

whose disablement prevents them , either tempor-

the dehumanizing

been taken recently

new initiatives have
field of special

in the

employment facilities , housing policy, social and
medical services , education , vocatianal training,

the Improvement of the Environment and Living

different
Member States. Whilst diversity as such is not
to be discauraged , there is a need for a much

Conditions (see

methods and techniques but also on the practical

effects of unpleasant and monotonous work and
in connection with the European Foundatian for
and Working
1Il

Actions 16

and

etc. but these vary widely between

greater exchange of information , nat only on

implementation of policy at the lacal community
level. As yet there

Overall strategy
An

ad hoc

graup of high-level representatives of

the Member States is being set up to assist the
Cammissian in planning an overall strategy.
The graup will undertake an immediate examination of the situation , including nat only the

topics mentioned in Points 1- , but alsa the basic
issue of the coordination of immigration policies

for workers from third cauntries. Tn this context, the conditions for taking up permanent
residence in the Community and for participation in the political life .of the host country will
equally be examined.
The

ad hoc

group shall discuss with the Social

Partners and other organizations interested in
migrant workers ' problems , etc, and shall submit

an initial report with suggestians

for action

during 1974. The Commission will make a first
set of proposals to the Council before 1 April

1974. National and local authorities in various

fields of activity will be invalved
mentatian of proposals,
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in the imp

le-

is na common conception of

the link between medical and vocational rehabilitation , or between narmal and special employment, or between social security, social services
and other forms of social assistance.

Means-The Commission will be extending its
~ctivities in a number of specific fields, includIng:
(i) vocational training and

special employment

graup which worked on
the report on ' The Emplayment of the Disabled
in the Open Labour Market ' will continue its
facilities-the

ad hoc

work making praposals before the end of 1975
for Community initiatives in the field of special

employment;

(ii) housing policy-in the framework .of the
study on publ ic sect?r hous~ng (see Action 1Il

specIal attention wIll be gIVen to the hausing
needs of the handicapped;

further studies and sem-

(iii) social services-

inars giving particular attention to local experi-

ments to involve the severely handicapped in the
life of the community,

The Commission will also examine the ways and
means of integrating these various aspects into a

The Commissian will also begin consultations,
particularly with the Standing Committee on

global approach and of setting up a cansultative
body to assist in farmulatingproposals for
Community activities. The Consultative Com-

ther initatives at Community level.

mittee for the Rehabilitatian

Employment ,

to examine the need far any

.of Disabled Persons

(see Action IJ might well be adapted to meet this
task.

Action

Action programme on ' Industrial

Objective-To

Action

Safety

.obtain a real

improvement in

enviranmental conditions and a distinct impravement in . safety in the largest possible number of

Supervision of contract labour hiring

campames.

Ta contribute to a better supervisian
activities of temporary wark agencies in
order to protect the rights and interests of the
Objective-

of the

workers concerned

fur-

and to eliminate abuses

thereof,
The phenomenon .of contract
hiring .of labaur is becoming increasingly widePresent situation-

The Community has , up to

Present situation

the present

time , encouraged research on

improving the preventian .of sickness and accidents , it has assisted coaperation between professional organizations and administrations and has
endeavaured to give common guidelines an legislation to be implemented by the Member

actions must becoardinated and
itself is nat sufficient to

spread in the Community. Existing or planned

States. These

legislation in Member States governing temporary work agencies is very varied. Moreaver , it

guarantee the achievement of the desired .objec-

is not at present possible to ensure that the
of

provisions

Community law in respect .of

nan- discrimination between workers .of member
countries are not abused ,

especially when wor-

kers are sent from one country to another,
particular , workers are often unaware of their
legal rights , and may be denied access to any
unemployment , sickness , or accident insurance

schemes. The Advisary Committee on the Free-

dom of Mavement for workers advised on the
necessity

.of

taking Community action in the field

of temporary work in October 1972,

a first step, the Commissian will
shartly present a draft Directive aimed
improving cooperatian between national

Means-

developed ,

but this in

tives without an overall appraach designed to:
(i) impose uniform obligations as laid down by
law or regulation applicable to all undertakings;

(ii) make more extensive

use of

incentives

which will invalve ensuring that means for better
prevention are available and accessible, This
requires , in particular , a greater emphasis on the
adoption of prevention methods , their teaching
and their application in practice;
(iii) coordinate

measures for preventian to be

taken both inside the undertaking s premises and

outside,

As

employment autharities by establishing a regular
flow of infarmation. A process of collaboration
and mutual assistance in advising on the licensing OJ; registration of temporary work agencies
will enable the national employment services to
supervise the

activities of such

agencies and

thereby protect the workers concerned.

The importance attached by Sacial Partners to
the impravement of working canditions could

produce concrete and generalised results,

Within the framework of the programme on the
environment , the Commissian has already under-

taken to make concrete proposals , particularly
an industrial health. These actians will
included in the overall approach.
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Means-

The

Commission is completing a series

.of preparatory studies started in 1972 on:
(i) the assessment of environmental factors and
their effects;

(ii) the methods of accident prevention and the
improvement of working conditions , hygiene and
safety,

On this basis., and in collabaration with the Jaint
Committees , the General Safety Committee and

the Mines Safety Commissian , an action programme will be drawn up and proposed before
the end of 1974. This programme will set up
the necessary means (documentatian ,

research

exchanges of experience , legislation , develap-

ment assistance) in order to:
(i) determine methods and reference values far

the prevention of specific risks as well as criteria
for correctly interpreting the results and for
improving the organization of work;
(ii) provide training for

workers an safety mat-

ters and improve the training of staff with special
responsibilities in industrial prevention and inspection;
(iii) contribute to the rationalization of
and, to this end , facilitate action by the

earners .or certain self-employed people. Sometimes sacial insurance is inadequate in scope

leaving incapacity for wark and certain basic
types .of medical treatment uncovered, Sometimes the actual level of protection is inadequate.
Means-The
Commission will convene an expert
working party early in 1974 to assist in drawing
up a plan .of action. The graup will study the
Commission s report on the persanal range of
application of social security, which has been
sent to the Council and which is to be completed
by the end of 1973 as regards the situation in the
three new Member States. The group will also
examine the link between social security and

social assistance.

The Commission will put forward a programme
before the end of

1974 which will involve

a

series of measures , together with a costing and
financing schedule , to be implemented in stages
up until
1980.
(The specific proposal on the
dynamization of social benefits , Actian

should be seen in the context .of

this overa I

plan,

work
social

Action

partners at the plant level;
(iv) organize Community- level

cooperation of

Dynamization ' of social security benefits

organizatians and national institutes specializing

in the technical aspects of prevention.

Objective-To

bring abaut a situation in which

all beneficiaries of social security benefits can

share in rising prosperity by linking the real
value of social benefits to the increase in incomes
enjoyed by the productive sector of the population , and , thereby help to guarantee adequate
social protectian to all graups.

Action

Extension of social protection
Objective-To

contribute to erasing the pockets

of poverty and hardship that still exist throughout the Community by extending social protection to those people nat covered or inadequately
provided for , under existing schemes.
Present situation--Inadequate

protection exists

in different forms in the Community. Certain

categories of persons are simply nat provided for
in some countries. They may be thase with no
employment , or marginal categaries of wageS. 2/74

Present situation--Mechanisms
for maintaining
the purchasing value of social security benefits

exist in varying farms throughout the Communreal income of pensioners , widows , the
permanently disabled , etc. may thus remain constant, but their relative income , as campared
with the average earnings of the working popul.
ation , declines. The existence of systems of
linking the real value of social security benefits
ity. The

to the rise in real

exceptional.

incames

is

still fairly

Means-

Commission will convene a graup
of governmental experts:
(i) to examine the variaus methods and national experiences in adjusting the real value of social
benefits to trends in economic and sector growth
:e,g, inclusion in economic plans, adjustment
The

according ta wages, incomes and price indices;

periodic or automatic

adjustment, etc, )

and

especially to examine the appropriate minimum

ratio. between retirement pensions and last
earmngs,
(ii) to make short and medium-term forecasts
on the basis of different adjustment hypatheses

and in connection with work on the social

discuss with experts from the Member States,

including voluntary arganizatians which playa
large role in dealing with the problems of the
chranically poor , in order to determine the areas
in which cancerted Community action could be

undertaken, By the end of 1974 , the Commission will propose a programme of pilot projectS,

to be undertaken in 1975/76, in which will

involved social workers, psychiatrists , guidance
experts , etc.
The Commission s proposals will be a comple-

ment to the various actions proposed on behalf
of the elderly, handicapped and underprivileged
groups generally,

budget.

On the basis of the conclusions of the group, and
after consulting the social partners , the Commission will make proposals to the Council before
the end of 1975.
Action

Action against poverty

Action

European Trade Union Institute

Objectives-To help the Trade Union organizations extend the training of trade union members
in the European sphere,
Present situation-All

the trade unions organiz-

ing are already making great efforts in the field

Objectives~To assist the Member States in their
efforts ta ensure that the chranically poar are

of training their own members.

In Europe

itself , several trade union schools or institutes are

aided and equipped to increase their share in the

operational an a full time basis, In their curri-

economic and social well- being of the Community.

affairs, Nevertheless ,

Present situation-There

ically paar in the

is a minority of chron-

Community, for example

certain of the elderly, unemployable persans and
their families , the socially maladjusted , . large

families with exceptionally

low incomes

etc. This group is difficult to identify and
measure

Commission has
methodology for the

nevertheless the

started research into the

evaluation and identification

cula these institutes cover European
it is clear from experience

that without a Community context the best
efforts in this direction tend to remain fragmented,
Means-The

Commissian will do all it can to
trade union organizations

help the European

with a view to setting up a European trade union
institute.

of such

groups. Preliminary results should be forthcoming in 1974,
Moreover , the Cammission is about to complete
a study of the social problems of the elderly, in
which certain aspects of chronic poverty will be
examined,

Means-The Cammission will examine the results of the research into methodology and will
S. 2/74

Details of other supporting actions

(v) passibility .of other Community incentives
including the use .of Community Information
Offices in the national capitals,

The texts contained in this annex are .of an
indicatory nature. The .objective, the present

The Cammission will draw up the report after
due consultation with interested parties. The
implementation of the programme will depend

Annex

III

on relevant

situatian and the means are indicated in each
case, Proposals within the framework of each
action will be submitted at a later date taking
into account the social development in the Community,

young workers ' organizatians,

Action IlI

Action IIl

Extension of young workers exchanges

ments ,

departments of national govern-

and particularly an the active

participa-

industry. The Commission will also
seek to involve more closely trade unions and
tion of

Unemployed schoolleavers, elderly workers and
women re-entering employment

give yaung workers in the Com-

Objective----To

munity a chance to widen horizons and benefit
from varied professional experience.

The present programme .of
young workers exchanges , setup under Article
50 of the EEC Treaty, benefits a very limited
number of young people and finds a very

Objective-Ta assist in solving the problems
faced by unemployed schoalleavers and .elderly
workers and wamen re-entering employment.

Present situation

unequal response according to industrial sector
and in different Member States, The facilities
provided under the existing programme fall far
short of those in many .of the bilateral arrange-

ments, It must be remembered that a general
exchanges is being pre-

programme on youth

pared.

Means-The Commission will draw up a report
assessing the achievements and inadequacies of
the existing programme and present propasals
before the end of 1974 , for improving and

extending the scope of

the joint pra-

gramme, The following elements will be examined:

Present situation-The

proportion .of 15- 25

year

olds wha are unemployed is alarmingly high in
most Member States ,

not only in areas of stag-

Equally serious is the
number of elderly workers who face premature
nant economic growth,

retirement or down- grading to lower paid activ.
ities, There is , moreover , a growing number of
married women who are faced with difficulty in

resuming employment on account of the lack of
retraining schemes relevant ta their needs,
These three groups suffer from the psychological

as well as economic consequences of an unbalanced manpower policy. Provisions already
exist in the Social Fund on the basis .of Article 5
far intervention in favour of these categories,

(i) a guaranteed minimum infrastructure

Means-In addition to. the use .of the Social
Fund , the Commission will examine the possibil-

including preparatory language training, guaran-

ity of develaping Community initiatives in

teed minimum wage ,

favour of these groups of people.

.organization of cultural

activities;
(ii) a control of

results;

(iii) wider system of recruitment of candidates;
(iv) improved
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clearing systems;

; This annex does not include aCtion III4' this has
been withdrawn by the Commission at the last

moment.

Action III

Action III

European social budget

(Survey and Forecast of social expenditure

Analysis, forecasts and research
on the labour market

and financing)

Objective-To improve current and prospective
analysis of the labour market at

Cammunity

level , through research inta developments within

different occupations and professians and trends
in qualifications, and thereby ta identify the
implications for employment and vocational
training palicy in the Community.
cooperation , operatPresent situation-Existing
ing in the context .of Regulation 1612/68 and .of

To acquire a comprehensive knowl-

Objective----

edge of the past and future development-short
and medium-term-of social expenditure . and
methads of financing in the member countries of
the Community, as a means of providing an
progressive convergence of
social protection , in particular , and social policy
in general throughout the Community.
instrument for the

the basis of a Cauncil

Present situation-On

should be enlarged. There

Decision of 9 November 1972, the Commissian
began to set up the first Cammunity Social
Budget in March 1973 in collaboration with

ing methads of

governmental experts. This budget

the plan agreed in 1967 , is too limited and

is a need for improvahalysis and forecasting, for
developing similar methods between the different
countries , for coordinating figures and for collecting data, both from companies and governments, There is a special need as regards statistical data concerning regions.
The paoling .of experiences and perhaps resaurces wauld be particularly appropriate , especially
in the relatively new field of trends in qualifications and professions,

Means-

Commissian will draw up, with the
aid of national experts , a research programme ta
investigate trends in qualifications and professians and their implication for vocational training. This programme will be presented to
Council in 1974. It is suggested that the imp lementatian of this research programme shauld be
entrusted to an outside body reporting to the
Community authorities (e.g. the Centre for
Vocational Training-Action IIJ.
The

The Commission will

propose , in 1974 , an

medium and
long- term forecasting of emplayment , involving
arrangement for cooperation in

the examination and interpretation of existing
natianal and community-wide forecasts , and the

resulting policy issues, Major findings will be
reported in the annual report on the emplayment
situation.

period 1970- 75
(i) social

covers the
and covers thefollawing areas:

security;

(ii) benefits not required

by law paid by the

employers;
(iii) benefits paid to victims of

war and natural

disasters;
(iv) social

assistance.

This budget should be ready during the first part
of 1974,
The Commission is awaiting a Decision from the
Council on the

praposals presented under the

chapter concerning the wark programme far the
setting up of the European Social Budget, This
programme was communicated to the Cauncil in
September 1972, Of the main praposals ,

it is

worth noting the fallowing:
(i) the extension of the Sacial Budget (which
to cover

already covers current expenditure)
capital expenditure;

(ii) the time extension (5 years before and 5
years after the reference year ,

e. a total period

i,

of 11 years);
(iii) the inclusion of both a shart-term and

medium-term period in the forecasting section;
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for

the principle of a progressing horizon

(iv)

the forecasts (moving forecasts renewed each
year),

Later on,

the Social

caver vacational training

sector housing.

Budget will be extended to
for
adults , and public

The improved system of social indicatars will be
worked out by the services of the Commission
and especially by the Statistical Office of the
European Communities,

Action III

Action III

Minimum wages

Extension of social indicators

Objective--

To improve the situation

of those

social categaries which have particularly law wages and thereby help eliminate the
pockets .of poverty that still exist in the producpeople or

provide comprehensive and com.
developments
in the social situation in the member countries .of
the Community, as a means of facilitating and
encauraging the progressive convergence of
social conditions in the Community, and of
providing an essential basis
for
Community deciObjective--To

parative data on past and present

sians concerning common targets in the social

field.

Present situation-A
first system of ' objective
indicators was published in the appendix of the
1972 Social Report of the European Commun-

ities, These indicators

were limited in scope

being based largely on existing demographic and
social statistics. At the Cammunity level, there

tive sector of the Community,
Present situation-Certain
groups .of the population have remained an the fringe of the overall

Community. Apart
from other proposals contained in this document
rise in prosperity in the

which aim to ensure an adequate standard of
living
far
the non-productive sectors of the

Community (see Actions II I~ II )' camplemen-

tary action on behalf of the lowest paid wage
earners should also be considered, Minimum

wage guarantees exist .or are being cansidered in

variaus Member States

but as yet there is no

concerted policy planning in this field at Com-

exists no systematic informatian on the mare
subjective aspects .of the ' well- being ' or the

munity level.

Means-The Cammission will shortly be setting
up a working group camposed of representatives
of the Social Partners and .of government , to

a study of the lowest minimum or basic wages
laid down in Collective Agreements .or by wage

examine haw the existing system of social indicators can be improved and extended by:

existing

methods of fixing legally guaranteed minimum
wages which exist in certain member countries
(field of application , cost of living adjustment

indicators (to reflect

penalties , etc, ). The results of the recent survey
on the structure of industrial wages in 1972 will

quality of life ' of the general population.

(i) adding other ' objective '

statistics;
(ii) develaping ' qualitative '

job satisfaction ,
itage ,

data

from

development of cultural her-

use of leisure ,

Community and of the level ,

development and

also be considered to make a realistic appraisal

can-

On the basis of this study, the Commission will
farmulate a number .of conclusions
for
the Council. The aim will be to
promote
Community

natianal surveys.

cerning the organization and financing of statisti-

cal enquiries in connection with the establishment of a system of ' qualitative indicatars
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councils in the main sectors and regians in the

by

means of special surveys and the coardination of

before the end of 1974,

Commission proposes to undertake

of regional and sectoral disparities in the lowest
levels of ' take hame ' pay.

the environment, etc, )

The Commissian will present a proposal

Means~The

concertation between governments

and Sacial

Partners ta bring abaut a selective . and

progressively harmonized upgrading .of low wages.

Action IlI

Action Ill

Asset formation

Statistics on incomes and assets

institute a system of objective and

Objective-To

comprehensive statistical . information on all

forms of income and assets, to give a full picture
of the distribution .of wealth and the beneficiaries

of rising

prosperity in the Community, and

thereby establish an essential base for policy
making in the social field (d, far example Action
on Asset Formation , III
both Cammunity and

Pre~ent situation-At

natIOnal level, there is a serious lack of statistical
information on the structure and evolution of
different categories .of self-employed incomes
and on capital and assets, This is in sharp
contrast to the whole . series .of comparable Com-

munity statistics on wages ,
available for

which have been

years, A preliminary study of

informatian on incomes and assets was submit.
ted to the Council in November 1970, The

Committee for Medium-Term Economic Policy
reiterated the need to improve information on
non-wage incomes in its Opinion of 19 July
1972,

Means-

Present

activities will be continued on
preliminary study aimed at

the basis of the

setting up a system of Statistical Information on
primary non- wage incomes.

Commission will prepare the
system of statistics of the finally

In addition , the
transition to a

disposable incomes of different categories

clarify the basic political options
Objective-To
in relatian to asset formation and to examine the
possible impact of asset formation on the redis.
tribution of income and wealth.
varying efforts have
Present situation-Certain
been made recently to encourage asset formatian
among workers and low income groups, A
purely descriptive inventory of national incen-

tives to promote asset formation amongst workers in the six Member States has been comexperts and the Social Partners, A supplementary report on the three new Member States is in

progress. The list will
which are being

wage-earners (profit sharing,
schemes, etc,

taken in order to resolve

the numeraus concep-

tual and practical difficulties which still impede
the campilation of statistics and accounts of
assets, particularly those of households,

These schemes will be set up in canjunction with
the European

Statistical Office and Natianal

Statistical authorities,

share option

), It is in this latter field, that there

has been a recent surge of interest and consequently many new developments.
Means-

The Commission will present

to the

Council as soan as possible a non-country des-

criptive inventory and the conclusions arising
from discussions with the Governments and the
Social Partners.

Action

househalds so that the amount of

Furthermore, a preparatary study will be under-

include the schemes
applied or are planned as

regards both the population as a whale , particularly low income groups (house purchase assistance , savings schemes, etc, ) and also , more
particularly, the special systems available to

of

transfers
resulting from social security and taxation can be
examined, thus clarifying the real extent of a
possible ' redistribution of incames

collaboration with Government

pleted, in

LIl

Job eurichment
Objective-

To change those patterns of work

organizatian which tend ta dehumanize the worker and create working and living conditions
which are no longer acceptable to ideas .of social
progress,
workers are
Present situation-Numerous
engaged in

tasks which da not satisfy

their

creative and intellectual ca acity, largely as a
result of certain methods 0 work organization
S. 2/74

and execution. While the main respansibility

rests with the Sacial Partners for improving this
situation, the Commission has already under-

taken certain initiatives in the specific fields of
worker participatian (see Actions IV3 4, and in
vocatianal training (see Actians IIz 3 ' etc. ) which
can lead to greater jab satisfaction. ' It is however necessary for the Community to take complementary measures to improve the patterns of

work organization,

particularly in thase jobs

which are no longer acceptable to the vast
majority .of the population and for which

migrant or casual labour must be recruited (see
Action
Means-

The Commission will be examining the

human , social and economic effects of repetitive
work. A symposium involving the Social Partners and experts from different organizations is
assist the Commis-

sented an the Joint Cammittees and the Commission departments , on the basis of the means
at their disposal , and in accordance with the

following timetable:
(i) definition of the general conditions

and the

methods far sectoral surveys, within the framework of
gramme;

the ' industrial

safety ' action pra-

(ii) cansultation on this basis with the existing

Joint Committees and those which are to be set
up; the drawing up of a phased programme for
implementing annual sectoral surveys;

(iii) implementation

of

gramme;

the statistical pro-

(iv) assessment , after a certain period , .of the
work which has been carried out. Conclusions

to be drawn in respect of the setting up of a

planned for Easter 1974 ta

unified system far reporting accidents and for a

sion .in its work. Pilot experiments may be

statistical assessment of risks,

initiated as a result of discussions at the

sium, The proposed

sympo-

Eurapean Foundation for

the improvement of the Environment and Living
and Working Conditions (see Action 1 ) will also
give priority to this field of activity,

Action

Health protection against pollution
and environmental hazards
Objective-To

draw up scientific criteria and to

collect adequate information which can serve as

Action HI

common reference data for the elaboratian

Statistical surveys on industrial accidents
and safety

of

health protection and ecology standards,

Present

situation-Exploratory

studies are

already being carried out in collaboration with
Objective-

To contribute to a better assessment

of accident risks and the implementation of a
safety policy by recent, reliable and complete

facts,

Present situation-In
general , .only data which
has been collected for the purpase of campensating social security schemes is available and can
not, therefore, be used easily on a camparative
basis, On the other hand , sectoral statistics
have been successfully .obtained on coal and
steel , fram data supplied by the professional

organizations and drawn up by the Communities

Statistics Office, This practice could be extended ta other sectors,

M~ans-Collaboration between undertakings

and professional organizations which are repreS. 2/74

laboratories and institutes in the Member
States, The recently approved programme for
the environment, which proposed a common
risks
which pollution canstitutes to public health and
methodology far the evaluation of the

the environment,

has given an extra impetus to

this activity. It has opened the way for Com-

munity initiatives in this field which has direct
relevance to activities in social affairs as well as
to strictly environmental concerns,
MeansThe Commission will undertake further
consultations with national experts during 1973

and 1974 and present proposals to the Cauncil
before the end of 1974 on:

(i) the harmonization of sampling

methods and
and

methods of analysis designed to cantral

supervise enviranmental pollution;

(ii) the establishment of

criteria for harmful

effects and of common health standards for

certain types of pollutants in air and water , and
for tolerable naise levels.
Activities will be

expanded in this field and

further proposals presented in following years.

radiation omitted by certain consumer goods, far
probable submission in 1976;
(v) propasal for a new five-year programme in
biology and health protection to be decided by

the end of 1975.

Proposals will be drawn up by the Commission
in conjunction with national experts and the
Basic Norms '

A(:tion lII

group, according to procedures

laid down in Article 31 of the Euratom Treaty,
Extension of the programme
for radiation protection
A(:tion

e4tend Community initiatives in
the field of radiation protection,
are already numerPresent situation-Activities
ous in this field, The consultation procedure on

lII

Objective-To

the proposed revision of the radiation protection
standards , first approved in the form of a

Council directive

To help solve the housing problems
groups , such

Objective-

of low income or under-privileged

as migrant warkers and handicapped people.

in 1958 , is virtually com-

plete. Studies in progress includ~ seyeral which
are directly related to. the apphcatIO.ns of t~e

basic standards at natlonallevel , particularly m
and

the field of medical radiological protection

protection against certain electro-magnetic
rays, The

Social Housing

multi-annual research programme set

up in 1972 in the f~elds of bi?logy , an~ , health

protection also provIdes essential scIentIfIc support for basic and derived radiation protection

standards,
Various propasals are due to be submitMeanS"ted to the Cauncil in the next few years

therefore be considered as part

and may

.of the whole

social action Pragramme:

the Cammission of the

Present situation-As

European Cammunities has acquired a wide

experience in promoting housing for miners and
steel workers (under the provisions of the ECSC
proj~cts involving th~ mo~e~Treaty),
inter alia
nizatian and recanverSIOn of old housmg, It
envisaging particular schemes in favour of the
above-mentioned groups.

Means-

The

Cammission will undertake studies

and propose experimental projects in this field in

assist the special programmes for the
handicapped (see Action II ) and for migrant
order to

workers (see Actian IIJ,

(i) draft directive for the revision of th~ bas~c

radiation protectian standards to be submItted m

A(:tion lII

October 1973;

osals for improving the protection ~nd
workers and the general papulation
from electro-magnetic rays , to be submitted
during 1974;
(iii) proposal for limiting the expasure of indi(ii) pro

Workers ' participation

safety a

viduals subjected to ionizing radiation in its
medical application ta be submitted before the

end of 1974;
(iv) preparation of proposals for more
adequate supervision of

exposure to ionizing

promote an increased participaObjective-To
tion by workers in industry,
Present situation-

The representation of wor-

kers ' interests in industry is the subject of
different regulations in the Member States of the

Community. The different forms of the repre-

sentation of workers ' interests are under active
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discussion at the present time, In certain cases

be undertaken for the creation of new commit.

been

tees in later years, The utility of this form of
collaboration is assessed by the Commission

distinct improvements have already
achieved,
Means-

The Commission will make a compar-

ative study of the present systems of workers

representation in industry and also .of the experiments that have been carried out and the present
trends in this field in the different Member

according to the attitudes expressed by the Trade
Union and Employers ' Organizations in ques-

tian,

States.
Action

III

Extension of Joint Committees
Objective-

To promote general

improvements

and progressive harmonization of warking conditions , by further encauraging dialogue and
agreement between the Social Partners at the

European level on ways to deal with problems
arising in specific industrial sectors in the course
of economic and social development,
Present situation-The
Mixed Committees on
harmonization .of terms of employment estab-

lished by the High Authority of the ECSC for the
Coal and Steel sectors, and the Jaint Committees, set up by the EEC Commission over the last

decade in the fields of agriculture ,

road trans-

port, inland waterways , sea fishing and railways,

have all dane useful work in negotiating
improvements in the working canditions in these
sectars, Negotiations are under way for the
creation .of other committees in sectors where
specific problems will arise and for which the
Treaties make no provision for a common policy. The Commission is carrying out the mandate conferred upon it by the Council in November 1972 concerning the setting up of a European index of collective agreements , which forms

an essential foundation for dial ague and negotiatians at European level.
Means-Over

the next few years, the Commis.

sion hopes to set up new Jaint Committees in
various sectors invalving sea transport, textiles,

construction ,

ship- building,

ports and docks ,

travellers, During this time ,
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the foad industry,

air transport and commercial

further studies will

: It is to be recalled that the

Commission has

already made proposals on this matter. They are included in the draft Statute on the European Company,
which was submitted to the Council in June 1970 and
in the draft fifth Directive on the Organization of
company law , which was submitted to the Council in
October 1972.

Annex

List .of Actions

for

which Proposals

are already being discussed in the Council

Action

Draft regulation relating

to the pravisions

conflicting laws governing labour relations within the Community, submitted to the Council on
23 February 1972.
Action

Draft regulation on the setting up of comparable
statistics on migrant workers, submitted to the
Council on 6 June 1972.

Action

Draft regulation on European company law
submitted to the Council an 30 June 1970.
Action

Proposal for a third Cauncil directive to coordinate the safeguards which Member States require

of companies as defined in Article 58 , paragraph

of the Treaty in .order

to protect the interests

.of members and other parties in mergers .of
jaint-stock companies , submitted ta the Council
on the 16 June 1970.
Action

Proposal for a fifth directive ta coordinate the
safeguards which, for the protection of the

interests of members and others , are required by
Member States of companies within the meaning
.of the secand paragraph of Article 58 of the

structure .of joint-stock
obligations of
their organs , submitted to the Council on Octo-

Treaty, as regards the

companies and the powers and

ber 1972,
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